
Secure application connectivity. 
Anywhere.

AlgoSec AppViz
Application visibility for  
AlgoSec Firewall Analyzer
AppViz, the application visibility add-on for AlgoSec Firewall Analyzer, provides visibility for your network 
applications, enabling secure application delivery. Now you don’t have to sacrifice security to get speed.

New applications are constantly added, changed, or removed across your network. This requires implementing 
complex, time-consuming network security changes. This slows application delivery and frequently causes 
organizations to sacrifice security to get speed.

When new applications are provisioned across the network estate, connectivity crosses multiple boundaries. 
To securely deploy apps, it is crucial to have a full view of the application connectivity flows. When making 
changes to already-deployed applications, you need visibility into the applications that branch out from existing 
application, web, and database servers.

Discover applications and services
Never misplace an application on your network. 
Discover and identify your business applications  
and their network connectivity. Quickly generates 
an up-to-date connectivity map of your applications 
— without any prior knowledge or manual configuration.

Connect applications to security policy rules
Automatically associate the relevant business 
applications that each firewall rule supports, enabling 
you to review the firewall rules quickly and easily.

Understand the impact of network changes 
on business apps
Understand the impact on business applications  
of planned network changes — before you make them.



Accelerate troubleshooting
Reveal whether an application outage is due  
to issues with the network thanks to application 
network connectivity mapping.

Always be compliant
Always be ready for audits with compliance reports 
that connect business applications to the compliance 
requirement. For example, PCI DSS requires customers 
to audit all the applications that fall within the scope 
of the regulation.

Connect applications to risky rules 
Identify risky security policy rules, the assets they 
expose, and if they’re in use. Prioritize risk based  
on what your business values most — the applications 
powering your network.
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About AlgoSec
AlgoSec, a global cybersecurity leader, empowers organizations to secure application connectivity by automating 
connectivity flows and security policy, anywhere.

The AlgoSec platform enables the world’s most complex organizations to gain visibility, reduce risk, 
achieve compliance at the application-level and process changes at zero-touch across the hybrid network.

Over 1,800 of the world’s leading organizations trust AlgoSec to help secure their most critical workloads 
across public cloud, private cloud, containers, and on-premises networks.
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